APPLICATION FOR PERMIT TO IMPORT SMALL ANIMALS

All animals arriving in Bermuda must be accompanied by an Import Permit issued in advance by the Bermuda Department of Environmental Protection, together with the required original health certificates signed and dated by a licensed veterinarian from the country of origin.

NOTE: No action can be taken on this application until the required health documents are submitted.

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY

1. NAME, ADDRESS AND PHONE NO. OF IMPORTER - Person in Bermuda who will receive animal(s) ____________

2. NAME, OVERSEAS ADDRESS & PHONE OF EXPORTER or PREVIOUS OWNER ________________

3. FAX NUMBER TO WHERE PERMIT SHOULD BE SENT ________________

4. TYPE OF ANIMAL(S) ________________

5. DESCRIPTION (Name, Breed, Sex, Age, Tag #, Identifying marks, Microchip) ________________

6. WHY IS THE ANIMAL BEING IMPORTED? ________________

7. COUNTRIES ENTERED BY ANIMAL IN LAST 6 MONTHS ________________

8. IMPORTER’S NATURE OF ENTRY INTO BERMUDA: ( ) Resident ( ) Work ( ) Vacation

9. METHOD OF ARRIVAL / AIRLINE FLIGHT No. ________________

10. DATE OF ARRIVAL ________________

11. IS ANIMAL SCHEDULED TO LEAVE BERMUDA? ( ) No ( ) Yes
    If “Yes”, when is animal scheduled to leave? ________________

NOTES ON BERMUDA LAWS & REGULATIONS:

- Animals arriving without proper documentation are immediately returned to country of origin.
- As with any commodity, animals including pets, may be subject to a Customs tariff.
- Approval or disapproval of any import application is at the discretion of the Veterinary Officer.
- All dogs which remain in Bermuda over 28 days must be licensed at the Dept of Environmental Protection.
- Special licenses are required by residents to breed dogs, possess more than two dogs, to sell or act as broker in sale of dogs, possess or train guard dogs.

Signature of applicant or agent ________________ Date ________________